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Nous prtsentons une synthese et quelques resultats sur l’emploi de techniques emprunttes 
aux codes correcteurs d’erreurs pour la solution de probltmes combinatoires dans le domaine 
des communications. Les questions aborddes sont essentiellement les suivantes: 
-resolution de conflit avec feedback dans les canaux a acces multiple, 
- codage pour memoires defectueuses, 
- Ccriture sur des memoires rkticentes. 
We present a survey and a few results on the use of techniques borrowed from coding theory 
for solving combinatorial questions originating in communication problems. 
We will mainly deal with the three following topics: 
-conflict resolution with feedback in multiple access channels, 
-coding for memories with defects, 
-writing on reluctant memories. 
Introduction 
The goal of this paper is to use coding techniques to solve combinatorial 
questions raised by some communication problems. 
We will mainly deal with three topics: 
i. Conflict resolution with feedback. 
The problem we address is to get bounds on the numbers of steps required by a 
deterministic algorithm to resolve a conflict in a multiple access channel with no 
central control. Upper bounds are constructive, and lower bounds come from 
coding theory. 
ii. Memories with defects. 
We consider a memory, i.e. a binary storage medium consisting of II cells or 
positions. A number s of positions are defective, that is permanently stuck at “0” 
or at “1”. 
These positions are supposedly known before writing on the memory, but 
unknown when reading. The memory thus acts like a channel (with transmission 
in time instead of space) with positions of errors available to the transmitter. We 
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want to maximize the rate of writing by an appropriate coding. Intuitively, one 
would like to code the message to be written in such a way that it matches the 
defects. To that end, we need to construct a matrix with n columns, a minimal 
number of rows, verifying s-surjectivity (this is a stronger requirement than the 
conflict resolution property, and is also used in designing universal tests for 
combinatorial devices). 
We shall see how constructions behave with respect to the obvious upperbound 
1 - s n-l on the achievable rate. 
iii. Reluctant memories. 
When updating the information stored on a memory, one may impose restrictions 
on the kind of changes allowed. A natural constraint is that of limiting the 
number of bit changes permitted in updating. This leads to the concept of 
reluctant memory introduced by Fellows [8]. The problem is to determine the 
minimum length of the memory, and this turns out to be closely related to the 
covering radius of codes. 
1. Conflict resolution with feedback (CRF) 
Suppose we have n users sharing a unique resource (a multiple access channel). 
A conflict arises when 2 or more users send a message in the same slot of time. 
All users receive a feedback 0, 1, 2+ telling them that 0, 1 or at least 2 of them 
have tried to speak. Solving the conflict is finding a free time slot for every user 
willing to send a message. To that end, we call the users ui, u2, . . . , u, and adopt 
the following rules: 
1. At slot t= 1, 2,. . . only some users are allowed to transmit. We call query 
(or test) the characteristic vector of the subset of {u,, u2, . . . , u,} allowed to 
speak in a given slot. In Example 1, query Q, asks users ui, u2, u3 to transmit. A 
query is a success if exactly one user willing to speak is asked to do so. The 
associated feedback is 1. 
2. Only users in conflict may speak during the confiict resolution procedure. 
The other ones, even if asked to, and even if in the meantime they have 
something to say, remain silent. 
We shall assume that the feedback is immediate, i.e. available to each user 
before the next query. Thus satisfied users will quit immediately the confiict 
resolution procedure. 
We want a decentralized (every user knows the set of queries) and nonadapta- 
tive strategy (feedback does not modify the queries). 
We assume known an upperbound s on the number of users in conflict and we 
want to estimate f(n, s) the minimum number of queries needed to solve a 
conflict involving at most s users among n. 
Example 1: n = 9, s = 3. 
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1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 
000111 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 OOlll= 
1 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 
0 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 
0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 
=Al. 
Notice that users are located in 3 blocks. After queries Q,, Q2, Q3, if the conflict 
is not solved, then 
a. One user is satisfied (say ui) and two in the same block are not (say LL, 
and u5) 
or 
b. no one is satisfied: the 3 users in conflict are in different blocks (say 
Ul, u4, UT). 
In both cases, the 3 last queries will solve the conflict. For example, if users u7, 
uq, us are initially in conflict, then they are satisfied respectively by queries Q3, 
By iterating this construction, Busschbach [3] has shown that one can get a 
conflict resolution strategy with m = 3 ]log, n] queries, starting with 
A, = Z3 and setting Aj+l : = 0 1 
Proposition 1 [3]. f(n, 3) S 3 [log3 n] .
More formally f( n s can be defined in terms of matrices as follows: , ) 
Definition 1. f(n, S) is the minimum number of rows in a binary matrix T with n 
columns and the following property: For every s-tuples of columns (say with 
indices hl, h2, . . . , h,), there exist s rows (say with indices fi, t2, . . . , ts) such 
that up to a possible permutation of the columns, the extracted s x s submatrix M 
defined by (Mii) = (T,,,) is lower triangular with only ones on its main diagonal. 
As an illustration, consider Example 1, choose columns 4, 6, 7. Then for 
(ti, t2, f3) = (3, 4, 6), we get 
which by shifting circularly columns gives 
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Hence, every s-tuple of columnes of T has rank s. The rank of T being at most 
f(n, s), T can be viewed as the parity-check matrix of a linear code with length n, 
dimension m at least n -f(n, s) and minimum distance d at least s + 1, which we 
denote by [n, m, d] (see e.g. [19], [20]). 
By the celebrated Hamming bound, we get the following lower bound on 
f h Sk 
Proposition 2. f (n s) 3 E&J (F) , I . 
In [lo], two lower bounds were given for f (n, s), namely 
f (n, s) 2 s + log(n/s) for all s, n, 2 S s S n 
f (n, s) a (L/log L)(log]nlL] - L, for L = [s/2] and 8 c s s $z. 
For most values of s and 12, our bound is better. 
In this paper we shall mainly deal with the case when s remains constant while 
it goes to infinity. 
Nevertheless for s/n = A, 0 s A =S 1, n -+ CQ, the existence of a [n, n -f (n, An)] 
code with minimum distance at least An + 1 implies by McEliece et al. bound [19] 
f (n, An) 2 (1 - ZZ(4 - VX(iXjj))n 
where H(x) : = --x log x - (1 - x) log(1 - X) is the binary entropy function, and 
log is to the base 2. 
Upperbounds in O(s2 log n) are obtained by random choice arguments in [14] 
or [3]. 
Of course, the time-sharing bound (choosing M = Z,, the identity matrix of 
order n) gives the trivial f (n, s) s n. 
Let us now consider a weaker constraint, namely that after the set of queries 
has been performed at least k among s users in conflict be satisfied, 0 c k z s. Let 
us denote by f (n, s, k) the minimal possible cardinality of such a set of queries, 
hereafter called a k among s family. More formally: 
Definition 2. f (n, s, k) is the minimum number of rows in a binary matrix T with 
IZ columns and the following property: For every two s-tuples of columns and 
rows, the extracted s x s submatrix M (in the sense of Definition 1) has for its 
upper left corner a k x k lower triangular matrix with only ones on its main 
diagonal. 
One clearly has: 
f (n, s, s) =f (n, s) 
f (n, s, 0) = 0 
f(n,s,s-l)af(n,s)-1. 
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This last inequality comes from the following observation: after satisfaction of 
s - 1 users out of s in conflict, one ultimate query, namely “the all-one” n-tuple, 
is enough to solve the conflict. 
The bound of Proposition 2 extends immediately to this case, yielding 
Proposition 3 f(n s k) > C/$t’ (y) - 9, I * 
The cave k = 1. If s = 2, the answer is trivial: the f(n, S, 1) x n matrix must have 
different columns, so 
f(% 2, I) = Dog 4. 
Clearly, adding a “all-one” query, we get 
f(n, 2) = [log ?z] + 1. 
For s > 3, the problem is unsolved. One can obtain an upper bound from a 
stronger condition (k = 2) called cancellative property in [9]. From this we get 
f(n, 3, 1) <f(n, 3, 2) S (3/lag 3)log It. 
This has been improved by an ad hoc construction in [23] to 
f(n, 3, 1) S (9/lag 39)log It. 
It is not known if f(n, 3, 1) 2 (1 + s)log n holds, for some fixed positive E. It is 
conjectured in [12] that (3/lag 3)log n is the true asymptotic value for f(n, 3, 2). 
The construction is analogous to Example 1. 
For s = 4, we have: 
Proposition 4. 2 log n Gf(n, 4, 1) G 4 [log n]. 
The lowerbound is obtained in [18] for a weaker condition, namely that there is 
no 4-set {A, B, C, D} of columns in T such that 
A+B=C+D, 
where + denotes mod 2 sum. 
The upperbound is a construction from Coding theory, given for a slightly 
different problem in [5]. Take H to be the parity check matrix of a shortened 
two-error-correcting BCH code C[n, n - 2]log n]]. Then H is a 2 log n by IZ 
matrix and any 4 columns of H are linearly independent over Fz. Concatenating H 
with its bitwise complement, one gets a 4 [log n] by it matrix with rows forming a 
1 among 4 family. 
A related problem has been investigated by Simonyi and Korner [23]. Find the 
minimal number h(n) such that there exists a h(n) x n array A with the following 
property: Any 4 columns in A contain as rows two different non complementary 
4-tuples of weight 2. 
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Let d be the minimum distance between pairs of columns in A. Assume, 
w.1.o.g.) that columns 1 and 2 differ on positions 1, 2, . . . , d. Then columns 
3, 4, . . . ) n must differ from one another in one of positions 1, 2, . . . , d, thus 
n - 2 G 2d. Thus these columns constitute a code C of length h(n), size it - 2 and 
distance d for which log ICI < d. Using the McEliece et al. bound [19], this gives: 
h(n) 2 3.5 log n. 
2. Memories with defects 
The following problem has been introduced in [16]. We have a memory of size 
12 with defects, that is a set S0 of positions are stuck at “O”, and S, at “1”. We 
assume the defects known to the encoder, but not to the decorder, and set 
I&,[ + l&l =s. Let us call a matrix A with n columns s surjective if it has the 
following property: For any set of s columns (say with indices jr, j2, . . . , js), and 
every binary s-typle (tI, tz, . . . , t,), there exists a row m in A s.t.: For all i, 
1s i c s : [A,,j, = t;]. 
For example, taking for the rows of A the codewords of the dual of a code with 
distance s + 1 gives a s-surjective matrix (in fact A satisfies even a stronger 
condition: it is an orthogonal array of strength s, which means that every binary 
s-tuple appears in the same number of rows). 
The notion of s-surjectivity has been considered by Kleitman and Spencer [13] 
in a purely combinatorial way, and in [3], [22], [24] with applications to 
exhaustive testing of combinatorial circuits. Let us now relate it to defective 
memories. 
Suppose we have two sets of binary n-tuples C and M with the following 
properties: 
Pl. The matrix A =A(M) whose rows are the elements of M (in any order) is 
s-surjective. 
P2. (C+C)r-I(M+M)={Q}, where for a set of n-tuples X, X + X := 
{X+X’:X,X’EX}. 
Then C can be used as a set of messages for storing information on the 
s-defective memory in the following way: Let c E C be the message to be stored in 
the memory: c = (cl, c2, . . . , c,). Call jI, j2, . . . , js the indices of the defective 
positions, and &, &, . . . , 6, the stuck-at values. 
Define t,, 1GiGs by 
fi = cj, + 6,. 
Let m = (ml, m2, . . . , m,) be a row of A with mj, = ti for 1 G i ss (whose 
existence stems from Pl). Write y = c + m in the memory. This is possible since 
c + m matches the defects (i.e. yi = & for i E { jl, j2, . . . , is}). Furthermore, the 
decoding is unambiguous because of P2. 
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The problem is to maximize ICI, given IZ and s. Condition P2 immediately gives 
IC( . pkq 6 2”. (*) 
To get a lower bound on ICI, one can use a greedy algorithm: pick any c(r) in IF& 
then any c@) in [F~\{c”‘+(M+M)}, any cc3) in [Fi\U?Z1 {c”‘+(M+M)}, etc. 
Clearly this is a construction with 
ICI * p!! + MI a 2”. (**) 
The maximization of ICI subject to P2 is a classical problem in coding theory ([19, 
201): M can be viewed as the set of error vectors and C is correcting them. 
Usually M is the sphere of radius e around 0, B(Q, e) (that is, C is e-error- 
correcting). Then IMI = C%,(:), M + M =B(Q, 2e), and (*) and (**) are 
respectively the Hamming and Varshamov-Gilbert bounds. 
For general M, not much is known [5]. 
Let us go back to defect correction. That is, M must be s-surjective. Of course 
one can take M = B(Q, s), which is trivially s-surjective. But then the Hamming 
bound implies, for s fixed 
R:=n-‘log(C~~l-sn-llogn. 
In fact we can do better, since defects are easier to correct than errors, which is 
not too surprising. 
For practical reasons (see [21]), one may require linearity for C or M. If, for 
example, M is linear of dimension r, with a set of information symbols on the 
positions (1, 2, . . . , r}, then C = {c E [Fz; c = (c,, c2, . . . , c,) and c1 = c2 = . . . = 
c, = 0} is a possible choice of size 2”-‘. If M is linear, we have seen that its dual 
M’ has distance s + 1, hence dim M 2 [s/2] log n, and thus 
R:=n-‘log~C~~1- [s/2Jn-‘logn. 
Starting with a linear M, a non constructive proof is given in [16] that one can 
choose a subset M’ of M such that the resulting C will have rate R: 
R > 1 - snwl - n-l [wn(q))]. 
On the other hand, it is known [ll] that the capacity of such a memory is 
C=l-p 
if each memory cell has probability p/2 of being stuck at 0 and probability p/2 of 
being stuck at 1. Hence, the trivial upperbound R G 1 - s12-l is in fact 
asymptotically attainable, but not with linear codes. 
Conditions (Pi, PJ can be replaced by the following (P,, Pi), easier to check, 
but stronger. 
PI. M is s-surjective. 
P2. There exists a set of positions say (1, 2, . . . , r} of “small” size, such that 
any two rows of M differ in at least one of these positions (see [16] and [ll]). 
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Then one can take for C a linear code of dimension n - r and rate 1 - r/n: 
C = {c E IF;; c = (ci, c2, . . . , c,) and c1 = c2 = - . . = c, = O}. 
Let us call such a set of positions an information set, and write r(M) its size. For 
linear codes, this is a classical notion, and of course r(m) = r = dim M. In general, 
the following clearly holds: 
Max{s, log IMI} c r c n. 
Let us denote by g(n, s) the minimum number of rows in an s-surjective array 
with it columns. This quantity has been studied by a few authors ([13], [22], 
[25] . . .) and such arrays have application in testing of combinatorial devices. The 
following bounds are known, for s fixed and IZ going to infinity: 
2”-i(s - 1)log Iz G g(n, s) < 2” log 2” : 
(0) 
. 
The lower bound is from [13] and the upper bound is non constructive. There is a 
construction with m rows 
m = c, log n. 
due to Alon [l], based on Justesen codes. Let us sketch it for completeness. 
1. Fix s E lV, I= 3(i) + 1, q a prime power, yl’< q < 151*, k E N. 
2. Construct a linear code J[p = (15 l*)“k, k, (1 - 3/f)p] over [F,. 
3. Construct a p X qk matrix T by putting all words in J as columns. Then any 
set of s columns is s-separated (see [15]), i.e. attains s values on at least one 
coordinate (because the distance between any two of the columns is “very” 
large-at least (1 - 3/1)p). 
4. Consider B, the binary 24 X q matrix whose ith row is the binary 
representation of i - 1, 1 < i s 2q. Number the columns of B with the elements of 
IF 4’ 
5. Replace in T every element by the corresponding binary 2q-tuple from B, 
thus getting an s-surjective 2qp X qk matrix M. Set II = qk, m = 2qp. 
This gives a construction in O(log n) for a few other problems: 
1. Conflict resolution with feedback. 
2. ConfEict resolution without feedback (also studied for s = 3 in [7] under the 
name: families of finite sets in which no set is covered by the union of two 
others). This means the following: any m X s submatrix of M should contain 
among its rows the s-tuples of weight one. 
3. s-separated sets of sequences [15]. 
Nevertheless, the constant c, is so huge (c3 is already -1O656 (!)) that it has no 
practical interest. 
In [22], step (4) is improved to the following 
4’. Consider B’ a g(q, s) x q binary s-surjective matrix, and then proceed as 
before. Then c3 decreases to “only” 10256. 
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Having found good s-surjective families, let us turn back to defective 
memories, that is to condition Ph. Namely how can we find small s-surjective 
families with a small information set? 
Notice that in Alon’s construction, the set of columns of T is a IF,-vector space 
of dimension k, hence r(T) = k. Whence expending T to the binary matrix M, we 
keep r(M) 6 k. That is r(M) = O(log n) >> log m. There is a construction in [3], 
weaker than Alon’s for s-surjectivity but better for defect correction. For s fixed 
and n going to infinity, it yields 
R = 1 - O(n-’ log log n), 
which is as good as the non-constructive result in [17]. 
The construction is iterative: starting from an s-surjective ml x n1 matrix Ml 
with r(M,) = r,, it gives after j steps: 
mj = 2Cs-l)i 
nj = (tZl - rJ*’ + rl + j(s - 1) 
q = r, + j(s - 1). 
Hence although 
mj = O(lOg’-’ nj), 
we have 
q = O(lOg log nj). 
3. Reluctant memories 
Suppose our storage media is a binary memory such that only a limited 
number, say r, of bits may be changed when updating. 
Furthermore, suppose that we want to store 1 among m messages 
$1, s*, . . . ) sm on a memory. We allow only some transitions between the si when 
updating. This defines a (directed) transition graph G with vertex V(G) = 
{ sl, s*, . . . , sm} and edge set E(G) = {( si, sj) :s’*sj is possible}. The problem is 
to find the minimum integer it such that the messages can be “encoded” (we shall 
be more explicit later) in Q,, the n-dimensional hypercube with the following 
condition: every allowed transition s’+sj is realizable by changing at most r bits. 
As an example with r = 1, assume that m = 2k and E(G) is a cycle, i.e.E(G) = 
{(s’, s ‘+’ modm)}. Then n = log m = k is the solution (obtained by a Gray code, i.e 
an Hamiltonian cycle in Qk). For k = 2, one can choose s1 = 00, s* = 01, s3 = 11, 
s4 = 10. 
In this example the correspondence between messages and contents of the 
memory is l-l. Hereafter, it will not be the case. 
From now on, we assume all transitions possible (i.e. G is the complete 
directed graph on m vertices). 
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Define the graph QL by its vertex set V and its edge set E as follows: 
v = 5; 
E = {{x, y} E V’: 1 =G d(x, y) G r}. 
Remark that for r = 1, Qi is just the hypercube. 
To each one of the m possible messages l, s2, . . . , srn we want to associate 
subsets of IF;, VI, V,, . . . , V, with the following properties (we set W = lJ x : i = 
1, 2, . . . ) m): 
1. KnI$=$fori#j 
2. For any x in W and any j, 1 S j G m, there exists y in I$ with d(x, y) s r (i.e. 
ix, Y> E E). 
Definition. We call u,(m) the smallest integer n for which (1) and (2) are 
possible. 
More concretely, we will use a memory of size rr = u,(m) to store the m 
messages. Any element in Vi represents message si. 
Property (1) guarantees non ambiguity, whereas property (2) implies that 
updating from any x (representing 8) to some y (representing si) is possible by 
changing at most r bits. 
Property 2 amounts to the following: Any vi must be absorbant in W; i.e. every 
element in W is either in & or linked by an edge with an element of vi. A 
stronger property is the following: 
2’. All v’s have covering radius I: CT(&) = r. 
This comes immediately from the definition of the covering radius as: 
cr(Q = Max{d(x, Vi), x E F:}. 
In other-words cr(&) = r means that K is absorbant in QL. 
Hence if C is a linear [n, k] code with covering radius r, taking all cosets of C 
as K’s, Fellow gets: 
z&(2”_&) G n. 
Using [4], one obtains non constructive asymptotical upper bounds on u*,(2”‘), A 
constant: 
Proposition 5. For c constant, 0 < c < $ and m large enough 
uc~~~c~~~~m(2m) s (H(c))-‘m. 
where H(e) is the binary entropy function (cf. Section 1). 
Let us consider now the case r = 1. Then we have 
Proposition 6 [S]. ul(m) -m. 
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The proof is based on two lemmas giving the exact value of ui(m) when m is a 
power of two and lower bounding ul(m) in all cases. For intermediate values, 
rather lengthy density arguments are necessary. We will not give them here. 
Lemma 1. uI(m) 2 m - 1. 
Proof. Let x E q be the content of the memory. All the updatings to states sj, 
i # i must be possible. Hence x has at least m - 1 neighbors in the hypercube. Cl 
Lemma 2. ~~(29 = 2& - 1. 
Proof. In length 12 = m - 1 = 2k - 1, choose for VI a [2k - 1, 2k - k - l] Ha- 
mming code, and for the Vis, i # 1 the 2k - 
q 
We shall end this section by pointing out a relation between Proposition 6 and 
a conjecture on the best density of coverings [2]. 
Let C be a code (not necessarily linear) with covering radius one of minimal 
cardinality. Denote p,, the minimal density if such a covering: 
p, :=2-72 - 1) ICI. 
In [2], II, s 5 is proved. We have the following 
Conjecture. lim sup pE = 1. 
By Proposition 6, if we define u;‘(n) to be the largest integer m with 
ul(m) = n, we have that for any fixed E and n large enough u;‘(n) > (1 - ~)n. 
Thus we get the existence of disjoint VI, V,, . . . , Vui+,), with 
w c LF; 
K absorbant in W, for all i. 
In particular, the smallest K has cardinality at most 2”(1 + 2s)n-l. If we could 
find a partition of lFz with such v’s, then the smallest would yield a covering of 
density at most 1 + 2~. 
The general problem of determining it for any r and any transition graph seems 
quite open. 
Note added in proof. The conjecture has been proved by V.M. Blinovsky (to 
appear in Problems of Information Transmission). 
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